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Why do we need Wetopia?
Real change happens in cities, at the local level, in a specific context or place. Thats is why there is 
a need to improve democracy in cities, involving everyone.  

We are all "change makers", whether we are politicians, citizens, civil servants, entrepreneurs, 
scientists, artists, activists or urban planners. All roles are important towards real solutions.  

In many cities, there is a need to find new ways to fight segregation between people and places 
(e.g. in Marseille between north and south) and the unequal access to a healthy environment.  

There is a need for more “us” and “together”. For more “we”. To make people meet and talk 
again. Managing different ideological  and political views and staying connected is a real need 
today in every local society.  

And very important....There is so much knowledge, experience and creativity in our local 
society, we should make use of it as much as possible. 





20th century activism

21st century activism



Wetopia creates new alliances. 

Wetopia creates a neutral space for collaboration. 

Wetopia can be planted in people's minds anywhere and on any subject. 

Wetopia always starts from the potential of the place (and empathy with the place.) 

Wetopia is for committed people who take the initiative from their role. 

What is Wetopia?



How do we do this?
our communities of practice and methodologies
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Marseille / Rotterdam / Antwerpen





“You cannot make a profit in an area that is losing." 

"If you don't believe in the potential of the area, don't come. (...) If you were born in 
Marseille, you have this very special bond with this city. A little bit of Marseille that 
always runs through your veins. That's why you want to be useful to your city. 
Marseille made me grow. Marseille has nourished me. It is the city of my heart. I 
have my roots there and it gives me wings." 

"A city is only attractive when everyone who lives or stays there feels happy. When 
do you become happy? When you are allowed to participate." 



Port Elisabeth

Wetopian Kevin Kimwelle







Sāo PauloWetopian Mundano







Frameworks exercises

© REGENERATIVE DEVELOPMENT · Transforming the way humans inhabit the earth.



Regenerative design. 
Working from place-based potential. 



Motivation 

Ground - Why do you do it?  

Goals - When will it be a success for you? 

Means 

Direction/Vocation - How to stay on track?  
What do you want to put into the world with your project? 

Instruments - How do you do it: people, methodologies, budget, other?

Tetrad of your project
• What is my basis for undertaking 

this activity? What is the source of 
my desire to take this on? Why am I 
doing it in the first place? 

• What are the goals I hope to 
accomplish? What ends do I 
want to achieve and why do I 
want to achieve them? 

• How will I keep things orderly and 
moving in the right direction? How will I 
ensure that this activity is appropriately 
related to all other activities? What will 
guide me on the trajectory that I’ll 
follow over the course of the activity? 

• And what instruments or 
means do I need to employ? 
Who will I enlist to work with 
me? What actions will we 
take? 



Project and it’s proximate and greater 
whole. 

Proximate whole? 
A place. A city? A neighbourhood? A 
district? A square? A street? 

Greater whole? 
Is this a place or a field of endeavour? 
What is the bigger picture? What do you 
want to ecolve as a whole? Ex The 
region? A City? An inclusive society? 
Democracy? Living together? 

Nested system of place of your project



A Living System

project

greater whole

proximate whole

Places are alive. 

They are complex, dynamic living 
systems, just as our projects are. 

The first step to understanding place-
sourced potential is to learn how a place 
works as a living system. 

Two qualities or characteristics of living 
systems are particularly important here: 
nestedness and dynamic 
interdependence. 



project

greater whole

proximate whole

See New Potential for the Proximate Whole. 

- Reflect on how the relationship between your project’s proximate whole and its 
greater whole has changed over time. 

- What significant challenges, requirements, and opportunities do you discern in 
the greater whole today?  

- In light of these, what is a potential value-adding role for the proximate whole? 
How would this role contribute to the increased health and future evolution of the 
greater whole? How would it reciprocally benefit the proximate whole?  

Re-envision Your Project’s Potential. 

- What would the proximate whole need to become in order to take on this role? 
What new ableness would it need to develop? 

- What significant challenges, requirements, and opportunities affect the 
proximate whole today?  

- In light of these, what could your project distinctively contribute to the 
increased ableness and continuing evolution of its proximate whole? What 
makes it uniquely capable of making this particular contribution? How would this 
contribution reciprocally benefit the project?  

3. Describe Your Project’s Role and Draft a Concept Statement. Image the 
project at work. What is it doing to deliver the contribution described above? 
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An invitation to work on the story of place in the Medina of Tunis.  
2 x 3 hours Friday + Saturday.  10/15 participants.
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Wetopia Tunis Medina Case
A story of Place!

Workshops Friday 5/11 & Saturday 6/11



9 h HOTEL - WALK


9.30 h - Dar Ben Achour 
(library)

Rue du Sabre 

X

Rue du Pacha



It’s a small roundabout/square with some traffic and quite a lot of 
walkers. 

There are some shops: a hairdresser, a tailor and few flag shops.  

Also there is the Bir Lahjar cultural center and a public library, Dar 
Ben Achour where students come to study during the day.  
Those two places work with l’Art Rue, hosting events and 
workshops. 

On this square, there are also cultural associations offices 
including Collectif Créatif, a group of cultural actors interested in 
creative activities, mainly working in the medina.

Not far from this place, there are few ministries, a high school, the 
association for the safeguard of the Medina, coffee shops and other 
cultural centers.

A story of Place!









Pacha/Hafsia


El Hafsia


Medina Tunis


Tunis

El Hafsia 







Understanding a Place
The place as a living system. 
Place, proximate whole, greater whole? Discover the nestedness of place. 

The place through different lenses: 

through the internal lens 
Why do locals love this place? #love How do locals express this place?   
What is celebrated and appreciated or what should be cherished? 

through the external lens 
How is it geo-physically structured, space, boundaries? 
What are the natural features. 
Human organisation: culture, life, economic,... ? 

Image we see now of the neighbourhood?   
imaging, thinking in images, the image of the neighbourhood as it is now or as we see it now?

Friday



Seeing the potential of a Place
What do we want to see in Cultural Encounter? 
Significant challenges, requirements, opportunities in relation to one or more challenges in Tunis (democracy, 
climate, urban development, poverty and work, migration,...) 

The added value and role of this part of the Medina in the solution? 
In the light of this, what is the potential added value of x in this? 

What does the Medina have to do to make this happen? 
For the Medina to fulfill this role and realise its potential, what must it become? What knowledge and skills 
must it develop?  
initial concept and idea developments 

image that we see now when the potential is realised?  
write a story  
by Saturday 

Friday



Developing the roles for a Place & 
instruments to play that role

Dive into the proposition of the roles from the first workshop 

What should x do, be and want in order to fulfil these 
roles? What knowledge and skills must it develop? What 
must the district become? What can more cooperation and 
joint ventures (creating 'WE') contribute explicitly? How do 
we create "WE" to fulfil these roles? 

To do this, what concrete interventions, projects, 
actions can be set up by L’Art Rue?  

Saturday
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